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CELFINET INTRODUCES UPDATES REGARDING USER INTERFACE AND NEW
GEO ANALYTICS MODULES ON VISMON V3
The global software and consulting company, CELFINET, recently announced the latest version of its
VISMON network management platform. The mobile networks solution, already adopted in tier-1
telecom companies across the globe welcomes, this month, a new user interface and geo analytics
features.
V3 brings advanced correlation and extraction capabilities from multiple sources, which mobile
operators have to deal with on a daily basis. Removing all manual overhead with automated
processes.
According to the CEO & Founder, Nuno Ribeiro: “To address the challenges of mobile operators, we
provide new forms of visualization and interaction with the user in our geo referencing module and a
brand new analytics module, correlating multiple sources of data.”
VISMON V3 introduces a fully re-designed landing page which provides access to the different
modules associated. Moreover, quick shortcuts so that users can switch across the different feature
sets without losing the task and activity context.
Regarding VISMON MANAGER, the multi-vendor and multi-technology solution has been enriched
with built-in new thematic maps that facilitate the identification of configuration problems in the
network. Likewise, additional customization features to adapt the representation of network data.
VISMON OBSERVER also went through significant changes. The benchmarking and troubleshooting
solution now features a KPI compliance dashboard, allowing to verify if the operator complies with its
targets on the main KPI’s, in multiple polygons. As an additional benefit, V3 comes with new
intelligent dashboards for overshooting cells and drive test campaigns.
Last but not least, VISMON ENERGY, the energy optimization platform now allows to measure and
optimize HVAC, free cooling, and other environmental variables such as temperature and humidity,
storing long-term thermal data.
With an approach towards easy accessibility and detailed data correlation, VISMON V3 allows to
simplify and automate mobile network management from the moment it’s deployed at the operator.

ABOUT CELFINET
Founded in 2003, CELFINET was born with a powerful vision: to develop innovative
engineering solutions that could “turn RAN management complexity into simplicity”.
Headquartered in Portugal, with projects delivered globally, CELFINET has become a
major technological reference for the largest mobile telecommunication operators in
the world.
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